
April  Showers have us in a dry store without leaks.  

I cant tell you how nice it is to not deal with leaks! 

The clean up nite helped us get the displays back in order and the store is looking great again!.  

Yes Employment had a young girl who was interested in working cash so I decided that with the lack of 

help we should jump at the opportunity. This has resulted in cash shortages as her math skills are 

lacking.  I took her off the tills and used her in the back where she worked out quite well helping Ann . 

Hats off to Courtney for managing to help us keep the store open with volunteers showing up at the last 

minute. It is stressfull to have to wait and see who shows up and then plan the day. Without the help, a 

lot of inventory sits in the back and doesn’t get put out until we have time. This has a negative effect as 

customer want to see new stuff everyday! Hopefully as summer comes we will have additional helpers 

and that this problem will  become less of an issue. We have lots of stock and are truly blessed with this 

large pile that we have accumulated. 

 We have also been blessed with an abundance of help with pickups and deliveries and it appears 

that we are starting to get better quality pickups. This could be due to the ad we ran thru the film 

festival as we have had some comments regarding this. The crew that has been helping currently 

consists of John K, John Shea, J Schep, John S, Henry Blekkenhorst, Bill , Egbert and Ralph Bakker. With 

this crew we can get virtually all the work done by 2 pm so the work is evenly distributed and we have 

used the 2 trucks most Tuesdays to accomplish this. Jim Agombar stays back to make room for the 

incoming product. It is awesome to witness the fellowship at lunchtime and to see everyone adopt John 

Shea as a fellow worker. He is a great add on and he works hard. 

With all of the Team Challenge adds running on the radio I am concerned that we have to be better to 

increase our presence with promotions and retain our portion of this market. We currently have over 

6000 customers in our file many with loyalty points to spend. Some customers have over $40.00 in 

points but we must be aware that the competition can affect the sales outcome if we do not stay on top 

of the business and try to be different a create a great experience for all of our clientele . 

The auctions have proven to be a big success and the room in front of the remote office is a store room 

for auction items. 

We hope that the weather will improve and that we can have our Tuesday outdoor furniture sales like 

we did last year . It helped us with increased sales via the improved visibility . 

On tues April 30 we had another fender bender in the  parking lot  and I had to come up with video for 

Intact insurance once again so a bit of a time waster.  

 I have on occasion organized pickups and deliveries just to fit the schedules of our customers 

and with extra helpers in this area we may be able to spread out the pickups if we have more 

volunteers. 



Our portion of the sign is now paid for so now we just have to sit tight until it arrives and gets installed.I 

believe this will increase our presence and help us to grow the business. 

Upcoming projects 

Peter Fieldhouse will eliminate the extra gas meter that we are paying for in the next few months. 

We will install a  long 2x4 to hold roof mounted lamps in the furniture area and with Jims help we will 

also install an extra camera at the till ourselves (labour quote was $320.00)  I felt this was way too high  

as I believe we can do this in 2 hours. At some point when we get room in the back I would like to install 

a wash area for larger items that come in. We could increase revenue if Strollers etc are clean 

In closing I will meet with Robby from Team Challenge to get all of the info on the new mattresses. They 

are the compressed style and take little room although 1 of each would be opened. To sell these we 

would have to obtain a HST number . The till can easily add HST to the mattresses and also track 

purchases so the bookkeeping is realatively simple. Once every quarter we have to go online and 

indicate purchases and sales and pay the HST. This can be done at the store and we simply print up the 

report and give it to John. We would have to setup a direct deposit with CRA so they can pay us back 

incurred HST on purchases . Anyone with a tax exempt number would also be setup at time of purchase 

to be tax exempt which removes the PST  from the purchase of a mattress. If the profit margin on the 

mattresses is double I would like to persue this. I would get input costs from Team Challenge and pass 

this along so we can make an educated decision before moving forward. 


